RETIREMENT PLANNING

Financing the
Future: Retirement
Planning Analysis
A Key to Financial
Planning
By Michael B. Allmon & Adam Scott
Reverse engineering is another way of
saying working backwards, a process that
can be effective when solving a crime,
finding out what’s causing a health problem, or locating a missing airplane. But
sometimes we don’t have the luxury of
looking backwards. Take retirement planning, for instance: it’s almost exactly the
opposite of reverse engineering. We have
very few knowns on which to base our
plan, which, by definition, is forwardlooking. You will not know whether you
have reached your goal until it is too late.
Retirement planning is a moving target in many ways. We depend on more
assumptions than would ever be acceptable for a NASA engineer signing off on a
multi-billion dollar rocket launch. In fact,
there are more variables we don’t know
than those we do. For example, we don’t
know what:
• Inflation will be in the future;
• The future holds for income, capital
gains, and estate taxes;
• The equity or fixed income markets
will do in the future;
• Our earnings (ability to save) and
expenditures will be; and
• How long our money has to last.
So how can we possibly plan for the
future when so little is within our control? The old saying, “Without a map, any
route will get you there,” comes to mind.
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But wouldn’t we rather have
an idea of how likely we are
to meet our ultimate financial
goal?

What Good is 20/20
Hindsight, Anyway?

Retirement projections
are quite possibly the best tool financial
advisors have, using history to help estimate and extrapolate what lies ahead.
What if you knew today how much
the rest of your life was likely to cost in
inflation-adjusted dollars? What if you
knew—based on the aforementioned cost
of life—that some dramatic changes needed to be made to your savings/investment/tax planning efforts? Or, what if
you found out you were exactly on track?
Experience tells us that, with each passing year and update to our retirement
projections, our planning becomes more
accurate. Retirement planning is not a
one-time project.
An evolved retirement projection can
give a good idea as to whether the various
inputs need to be changed to reach a family’s goals. For example, if it appears that
there is not enough money at the intended
retirement age, spending might be cut. Or
the required rate of return on the investment portfolio might be increased (along
with the increased risks of doing so). Of
course, these (or other) changes have considerations that must be dealt with. They
present the opportunity for us to assist
our clients in understanding the various
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choices available to them, as well as the
associated ramifications.

‘You Are Here’

Thus, retirement planning involves all
aspects of financial planning and is likely
the most valuable service a financial advisor can offer. A retirement plan cannot be
created without the most basic of financial information: a budget (a projected
personal income statement or personal
profit and loss statement).
Further, a personal balance sheet
(based on current market values) should
also be part of the plan, since the projections will be used to determine how much
wealth a family will need (to produce the
necessary income at retirement). This is
the “You Are Here” spot on a map.
More advanced uses of these projections include estate planning, insurance planning, and income tax planning.
Retirement planning crosses all fields of
personal financial planning.
The inputs from income tax planning
relate to both the cost of income taxes
over the budgeted life as well as the relationship between income tax reduction
and retirement planning devices (pension
plans, IRAs, etc.).

RETIREMENT PLANNING
Does the End Justify the
Means?

Insurance planning and estate planning are primarily affected by the end
result (e.g., is there an excess at the end
of the plan?). If we find that a client has
sufficient wealth that they do not need
earned income and can retire if they wish
to, that client might seem to not have a
need for life insurance. However, what
if an unmarried client has a $12 million estate consisting of music catalogs?
Musicians often own royalties, and the
value of a royalty is based on the future
amounts to be received. This might be
significant wealth, but it’s not liquid. Life
insurance is likely an important potential
solution. Each client situation is unique,
and a retirement projection can help to
coordinate the various areas of personal
financial planning.
An evolved retirement projection—
after at least a couple of years—can
indicate the likelihood of whether there
is now, or will be, more money than the
family will need.
Estate planning using the results of a
retirement projection can be much more
effective than without. The projection
can help determine whether a family
has an excess now and, if so, how much.
An estate plan without this information
is like flying blind. We’ve encountered
well-meaning attorneys suggesting a gifting program for a family that does not
have excess wealth. Make the children
wealthy while the parents struggle financially in the final years? Sometimes our
job requires us to save our clients from
themselves—and maybe even their other
advisors.

Unusual Planning

Estate planning—using retirement
projections—can provide some unusual
planning ideas. We recently had a client
whose retirement projections indicated
an excess in wealth (she has more than
she will need with conservative assumptions), but who does not have a projected

taxable estate. Our assignment to her was
to create a list of things she would like
to do in life, but have not yet done. She
called back the next day, excited to let us
know that she had created that list.
Together we estimated the costs of the
items on her list and determined that she
could easily afford everything she included. Her fear of the unknown—whether or
not she could spend as she wished, but
also leave as much as she desired to her

children and grandchildren—kept her
from even entertaining the possibility.
Had we not asked the questions and
used the answers to develop a detailed
projection, I don’t know that she would
have felt comfortable treating herself the
way she deserves to be treated in retirement.
What if there is substantial excess
wealth projected? The opportunity for
more advanced estate planning is the

Learn More:
Retirement Planning Conference – #09012
Friday, November 7, 2014
Sheraton Portland Airport Hotel, Portland
Member Fee: $330
Nonmember Fee: $405

The Evolution of Retirement Planning:
What You Don’t Know Might Matter
Planning for retirement is no longer as simple as investing in the traditional
retirement vehicles, having a company pension, or hoping that social security
will outlast you. As a professional with an intimate knowledge of your client’s
financial affairs, it is important for a CPAs to understand the changes facing
individuals planning for retirement. Learn more about these issues a at the 2014
OSCPA Retirement Planning Conference:
• Health care – As costs have escalated and corporate America has moved
away from providing health care to retirees, is the ACA the solution?
• Same sex marriages – With recent changes, same sex marriages are recognized at the federal level despite being legal in some but not all states.
• Estate Portability Provisions – An in-depth discussion on how portability
(and other recent amendment changes) will change how we plan estates.
• Business Succession Planning – This topic explores how an owner of a successful business can use the transition of the business to the next generation
to exchange a retirement plan.
• Qualified Retirement – Qualified retirement plans have always been an integral part of retirement planning.
• Social Security – Planning for retirement is not complete without some
thought as to how to utilize social security in the plan.
Registering is easy. Visit http://orcpa.org/cpe/09012.
Questions? Contact the OSCPA Professional Development Division
at 503-641-7200 / 1-800-255-1470, ext. 3; profdev@orcpa.org.
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result. A family with much more than
it will ever need might be interested in
legacy planning—providing funds either
to charities through various estate planning devices, to future family members
through dynasty planning, or possibly a
combination of both goals.
Legacy planning involves defining
the family’s desired impact on the future.
Maybe, for example, establishing an entity that will provide future food for those
in need, or one that might encourage
future family members to be involved in
some aspect of society. If you watch public television, you have seen the results of
legacy planning: “This program has been
brought to you by the XYZ Foundation.”
Details of advanced estate planning are
beyond the scope of this article. However,

the importance of retirement projections
in legacy planning cannot be underemphasized.
Legacy planning is used to minimize or eliminate estate taxes, so this is
an important part of the planning. The
ultimate goal is often to maximize the
effect of the family’s wealth on society, so
minimizing costs (such as estate taxes) is a
related, and hugely important, goal.
The bottom line is that we, as advisors, must understand a client’s future
needs and wants. This means asking a lot
of questions and listening to the answers,
over a period of years, if not decades.
Future needs and wants, and their priority, have a tendency to change over time
for most clients.

TO OBTAIN A PREMIUM INDICATION CONTACT US AT 800-336-5422 OR
COMPLETE OUR ONLINE QUESTIONNAIRE AT WWW.LANDY.COM

Whether it’s basic living expenses,
education planning for children or grandchildren, or working on a multi-generational legacy plan, it can all be broken
down into projections in much the same
way. So while the conversations may differ, the approach can look quite similar.
Good financial advisors will have
regular conversations with their clients’
CPAs, business managers, and estate
planning attorneys to ensure all relevant
information is being considered.
The authors’ profiles appear on page 4.
This article originally appeared in the
September 2014 issue of California CPA.
Reprinted with permission from the California
Society of CPAs.

FOR OVER 60 YEARS, THE HERBERT H. LANDY INSURANCE AGENCY
PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY INSURANCE
NATIONWIDE. OUR EXPERIENCE, PROFESSIONALISM AND ULTIMATE SERVICE

HAS BEEN PROVIDING BUSINESSES WITH

STANDARDS HAVE MADE US A RECOGNIZED LEADER IN PROVIDING

VISIT OUR BLOG: WWW. LANDY.BZ. LOOK FOR US ON FACEBOOK AND TWITTER

PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY INSURANCE ACROSS THE COUNTRY.

THE HERBERT H. LANDY INSURANCE AGENCY, INC. • 75 SECOND AVENUE • NEEDHAM, MA 02494 • 800.336.5422 • WWW.LANDY.COM
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recognition, managing the AICPA Insurance Expert Panel and
AICPA NAIC Task Force, and serving as a liaison with FASB,
IASB, NAIC, and SEC staff on insurance issues. Her article, New
Revenue Recognition Standard: Build Your Implementation Plan Now,
appears on page 16.

Michael B. Allmon, CPA is a partner at Michael
B. Allmon & Associates LLP, CPAs, Manhattan
Beach, CA. He is the founding chair of the
California Society of CPAs (CalCPA) Estate
Planning Committee. Adam B. Scott is a
founder of Argyle Capital Partners, Los Angeles,
CA. He writes for Jim Cramer’s The Street. You
can reach them at mike@mbacpas.com and adam@argylecapitalpartners.com. Their
article, Financing the Future: Retirement Planning Analysis A Key to Financial Planning,
appears on page 18.

Jim Russel, MBA, is director for the Portland office of Craford
Benefit Consultants with responsibilities of providing strategic
advice and leadership on complex client engagements throughout the Pacific Northwest. Jim is recognized as a benefits thought
leader with expertise in strategic planning, benefit plan metrics,
and improving the value and financial performance of health
plans. His article, 2015 Group Health Insurance Marketplace, appears
on page 22.

Joshua E. Kam, CPA is a senior associate with Talbot, Korvola
& Warwick, LLP in Lake Oswego. He works with the firm’s
Assurance Services team. Josh can be reached at jkam@tkw.com.
His article, Controls over Cash Handling, appears on page 24.
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